Traditionally, the information system is assumed to be perfect, i.e. attribute values are not missing and supposed to be precise. In fact, imperfect information system is always existent. In this paper, based on imperfect information system (include missing data and imprecise data), the concepts of indiscernibility and discernibility are defined, their important properties are given, and the relationship between those concepts is established. These results will be helpful for measuring the indiscernibility of knowledge, and have instructive significance for studying for knowledge acquisition in imperfect information system.
Introduction
The entropy of a system as defined by Shannon gives a measure of uncertainty about its actual structure in [1] . In [2, 3] , several authors have used Shannon's entropy and its variants to measure uncertainty in rough set theory. A new definition for information entropy in rough set theory is presented in [4] . Especially, M.J. Wierman presents a well justified measure of uncertainty, measure of granularity, along with an axiomatic derivation in [5] . Furthermore, the relationships among information entropy, rough entropy and knowledge granulation in complete information systems are established in [6] .
However, imperfect information system is always existent. In [7] , a generalization of the rough sets approach which deals with missing and imprecise data is presented. In [8] , rough set and rough classification of imperfect information system are investigated. But researches on the measure of indiscernibility based on imperfect information system are relatively less.
In this paper, a measure method for indiscernibility in imperfect information system is proposed, some important properties are given, and the strict complementary relationship between indiscernibility and discernibility is established. These results have instructive significance for studying for the measure of indiscernibility in imperfect information system.
Imperfect Information system
be an information system, where
(1) U is a finite non-empty set of objects; (2) A is a finite non-empty set of attributes; 
The relation [9, 10] . By an incomplete information system we mean a system with missing data (null values [8] . By an imperfect information system we mean a system with missing data (null values) or imprecise data. Generally, a null value of attribute a may be any value in a V , which is denoted by ! .
Obviously, incomplete information system is a special instance of imperfect information system. Let P A ! , a tolerance relation (satisfies reflexivity and symmetry) is defined as follows [8] ,
By the maximal consistent class X U ! we mean that any pair of objects in X are in ( ) SIM P , but if get an object from U X ! to X , then at least two objects in X are not in ( ) SIM P . The maximal consistent classes in / ( ) U SIM P generally do not constitute a partition of U but a covering of U . Example 2.1. Here, we employ an example in [8] to illustrate the tolerance relation. Table 2 .1 is an imperfect information system, where
, and [8] .
By computing, we have that
Imperfect Information System
we denote the set of all maximal consistent classes of P which includes some object x as ( )
( )
and , x y X ! . The indiscernibility between x and y with respect to P is defined by
. Then the sum of the indiscernibility between x and all objects included in ( )
We can easily deduce the following properties. 
The Indiscernibility of Information System
In this section we will introduce the indiscernibility of the imperfect information system S based on definition 3.1. Theorem 3.2 states that the knowledge granulation in complete information system is a special instance of the indiscernibility of imperfect information system.
If Q P ! , then we have that ( ) ( ) I P I Q ! . Theorem 3.3 states that the indiscernibility of system S with respect to Q decreases by adding more attributes to the attribute set Q .
The Discernibility of Information System
In this section we give a measure of discernibility in the imperfect information system.
. Then the discernibility of system S with respect to A is defined x and all objects within the universe U with respect to A .
For an imperfect information system
. Then the discernibility of system S with respect to A degenerates into
is the information entropy of knowledge A defined in [6] .
Theorem 3.4 states that the information entropy in complete information system is a special instance of the discernibility of imperfect information system. 
. Theorem 3.5 states that the discernibility of system S with respect to Q increases by adding more attributes to the attribute set Q .
Relationship Between the Indiscernibility and the Discernibility of Information System
In this section the relationship between the indiscernibility and the discernibility of system S is established, which is proved to be a strict complementary relationship. 
